Be Revolutionary: Some Thoughts From Pope Francis
Synopsis

"Be Revolutionary" is a collection of interesting thoughts expressed by Pope Francis in speeches, letters, press conferences, and Vatican pronouncements. It includes lengthy excerpts from his Laudato Si encyclical and his speeches before the U.S. Congress and the U.N. General Assembly. These thoughts are astonishingly liberal, intelligent, humble, honest and wise. This is NOT a book just for Catholics nor is it a book about religion. It's a book of opinion, commentary, ideas, and philosophy. It is for every thinking person in today’s changing world.
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Customer Reviews

Delightful read. It is fast and easy. He is right on so many important topics, with a very clear way of putting across the key to the issue. I am not Catholic -- or even any religion. I just enjoy intelligent minds.

A small book of material by a person influenced by Latin American liberation theology. It is particularly interesting to read his words in conjunction with observing the impact he had during his recent visit to the United States. A useful introduction to the thought of the man and to the thinking of the Catholic church in Latin America.

Necessary reading if your care about the human condition. Pope Francis is an important voice for non-dualistic thinking, unconditional love and compassionate action. The compilation of his thoughts on wide ranging issues is presented in a non-religious way, yet is challenging to the reader’s spirit.
This book provides a way to grasp the perspective of Francis, his concerns and hopes for this world. Copies should be sent to local and national leaders! Thank you Glenn Cheney for pulling his words together in one place. Most timely.
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